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“Climate Crusaders Conned in Copenhagen.”
Media Release
th
28 December 2009

A Statement by Mr Viv Forbes, Chairman, The Carbon Sense Coalition, Australia.

The Carbon Sense Coalition today called on the Australian Parliament to repudiate the
Copenhagen giveaways promised by PM Rudd to the failed states of Africa and the welfare
beggars of the islands.
The Chairman of “Carbon Sense”, Mr Viv Forbes, said that the three Climate Crusaders,
Obama, Brown and Rudd, had been comprehensively conned in Copenhagen by African
mendicants and fakers from the islands.
“They have agreed to hand over mega-bucks of our money (anywhere from $5 billion to
$100 billion) as compensation for alleged damage caused by our production of carbon
dioxide – the Africans citing climate damage and the islanders claiming rising sea levels.
“Even a cursory examination of the facts would prove that both of these claims are
fraudulent.
“There is no evidence that carbon dioxide has caused global warming, or causes damage to
any aspect of life on earth. The vast majority of earth’s warming originates from the sun, and
fluctuations there are the major cause of climate changes.
“In addition, careful recent surveys show no unusual rising of sea levels.
“Moreover, all plant and animal life on earth benefit from industry’s production of carbon
dioxide. Crops, grasses, forests and fruit trees are growing more profusely, the planet is
becoming greener, and the oceans can produce more algae, more plankton and more life all because of this free bounty of aerial plant food released whenever carbon fuels are burnt.
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“Carbon dioxide is not a pollutant – it is a boon to all mankind. Africa and the islanders
should pay us to release more valuable carbon dioxide, not the reverse.
“This giveaway is just a back door extension of the foreign aid program which has done so
much harm to both donors and recipients.
“The vast majority of mendicant African nations have sterilised vast agricultural and mineral
resources by their failed political systems. The foreign aid has mainly assisted their
dictatorial governments to stay in power, harm their people and amass ill-gotten wealth.
“To increase the resources controlled by these dictators does nothing to improve the lot of
their ordinary citizens.
“What they need is not welfare or climate compensation, but investment funds, low cost
reliable energy, efficient infrastructure, sound currency, fair taxation and secure property
rights.”

“Global Warming”
is just another term for
“Good Weather.”
Orson Scott, SF Author. (Many people in the Northern Hemisphere will now agree with this).

For the beneficial effects caused by carbon dioxide in the atmosphere see:
http://www.plantsneedco2.org/default.aspx/MenuItemID/103/MenuGroup/AboutUs/CO2IsGreenAndGood.htm

For the story on sea level lies see:
http://globalwarming-arclein.blogspot.com/2009/03/dr-morner-on-sea-level-nonsense.html

To watch Christopher Monckton interview a Greenpeace spokesman in Copenhagen see:
http://www.breitbart.tv/lord-monckton-debates-greenpeace-activist-on-streets-of-copenhagen/

For a summary on some of the tactics used to manufacture a Climate Consensus see:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704398304574598230426037244.html?mod=googlenews_wsj

For a look at how global warming is affecting the Canadian Prairies see:
http://news.ca.msn.com/canada/video.aspx?cp-documentid=cbcc2009-1312-2203-0030-135812388200,cbcc2009-1412-07260048-135836098700,cbcc2009-1412-0731-0033-135836355800

For a great story on how a coal powered steam train rescued passengers when the electric
trains failed during the global warming snap in Britain see:
http://wattsupwiththat.com/2009/12/25/steam-train-rescues-stranded-passengers-in-britain-where-electric-trains-failed/
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Finally, here is a clue to what determines temperature changes on earth:

Viv Forbes
MS 23, Rosewood
Qld
Phone 0754 640 533
www.carbon-sense.com

4340

Australia

Viv Forbes is Chairman of the Carbon Sense Coalition which opposes waste of resources, opposes
pollution, and promotes the rational and sustainable use of carbon energy and carbon food.

“Carbon Sense” is a newsletter produced by the Carbon Sense Coalition, an Australian based
organisation which opposes waste of resources, opposes pollution, and promotes the rational and
sustainable use of carbon energy and carbon food.
Please spread “Carbon Sense” around.
For more information visit our web site at www.carbon-sense.com
Literary, financial or other contributions to help our cause are welcomed.
Viv Forbes MS 23, Rosewood Qld 4340 Australia. info@carbon-sense.com
To Unsubscribe send a reply with “Unsubscribe” in the subject line.
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